Abstract-This paper introduces a novel sidelobe and clutter suppression method in ultrasound imaging called dual apodization with cross-correlation or DAX. DAX dramatically improves the contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) allowing for easier visualization of anechoic cysts and blood vessels. This technique uses dual apodization or weighting strategies that are effective in removing or minimizing clutter and efficient in terms of computational load and hardware/software needs. This dual apodization allows us to determine the amount of mainlobe versus clutter contribution in a signal by cross-correlating RF data acquired from 2 apodization functions. Simulation results using a 128 element 5 MHz linear array show an improvement in CNR of 139% compared with standard beamformed data with uniform apodization in a 3 mm diameter anechoic cylindrical cyst. Experimental CNR using a tissue-mimicking phantom with the same sized cyst shows an improvement of 123% in a DAX processed image.
I. Introduction T he goal of beamforming is to focus ultrasound energy to one location only, but this is not truly achievable with standard delay and sum beamforming. This gives rise to off-axis sidelobes and clutter. These sidelobes or clutter inherent in ultrasound imaging are undesirable side effects because they degrade image quality by lowering cnr and the detectability of small targets. Improving the contrast of ultrasound has many clinically significant applications. In breast ultrasound, the main purpose is to differentiate solid and cystic masses [1] . simple anechoic cysts with fill-in caused by multiple scattering, reverberations, and clutter can be misclassified as malignant lesions. levels of fill-in are increased in the presence of aberrations caused by intermittent layers of fat and tissue. delineation of carcinoma may also be improved with better signal processing methods that improve contrast. similar problems arise when imaging other soft tissue. For hepatic imaging, visualization of cystic liver lesions and dilated bile ducts can be improved [2] . The visualization of prostate cancer may be improved because prostate cancer is usually hypoechoic [3] .
one way to improve cnr is to reduce sidelobe and clutter levels by applying a weighting or shaping function such as a Hanning or Hamming apodization across the transmit-and-receive apertures. These types of weighting functions are called linear apodization functions because the same weighting is applied to the aperture independent of depth or of imaging line. as a trade-off, they lower the sidelobes at the expense of worse mainlobe lateral resolution. To avoid making this trade-off, there have been several publications in nonlinear sidelobe suppression methods that aim for little or no loss in mainlobe resolution while achieving low clutter levels commonly associated with apodization [4] [5] [6] [7] .
In recent work, Guenther and Walker developed optimal apodization functions using constrained least squares theory [4] , [5] . This method creates apodization functions with the goal of limiting the energy of the point spread function (PsF) outside a certain area and maintaining a peak at the focus. a point target simulation was performed using a linear array with 192 elements with 200 µm element pitch and a transmit frequency of 6.5 MHz. Using this method, a 5 to 10 db reduction in sidelobe levels compared with a Hamming apodization was achieved. Wang used a comparator to select the minimum magnitude from 2 or more sets of data using various apodization methods, such as uniform, Hanning, or Hamming [6] . by taking the minimum magnitude on a pixel-by-pixel basis, this method preserves the mainlobe resolution of the uniformly apodized data and lowers sidelobes similar to a Hanning or Hamming apodized data. stankwitz developed a spatially variant nonlinear apodization (sVa) technique, which uses the lateral phase differences between Hanning and uniformly apodized data to distinguish between mainlobe and clutter signals. This is accomplished by taking advantage of the properties of raised-cosine weighting functions and finding the optimal apodization function on a pixel-by-pixel basis [7] .
an ideal contrast improvement method would greatly improve contrast such that lesions are easily visualized without significantly increasing computational complexity or worsening lateral and/or temporal resolution. In this paper, we present a target-dependent clutter suppression method using pairs of apodization functions. by using certain pairs of apodization functions, we can pass mainlobe signals and attenuate clutter signals using normalized cross-correlation coefficients of rF signals in the axial direction. The amount of attenuation is proportional to the amount of clutter in the signal. a target-dependent weighting matrix is created that will be multiplied to the standard beamformed image. In a point target simulation, using a linear array with 128 elements with element pitch of 308 µm and a transmit frequency of 5 MHz, this technique lowers clutter levels by more than 40 db compared with standard beamformed data with a uniform apodization while keeping the same mainlobe resolution with a minimal computation load.
II. designs assuming linearity, any ultrasound echo signal can be thought of as the sum of 2 signals: one signal is the mainlobe contribution that is desired and one signal from the sidelobes, grating lobes, and other forms of clutter that reduce image contrast. The amount of mainlobe contribution and sidelobe contribution depends on 2 factors: 1) the ratio of the mainlobe amplitude to the sidelobe amplitude and 2) the strength of the scatterers within the mainlobe versus the strength of the scatterers in the clutter region. To improve contrast, one would like to remove or at least minimize contributions from clutter. our approach to removing clutter is to distinguish the mainlobe dominated signals from clutter signals by developing 2 point spread functions using 2 different apodization functions. These 2 apodization functions give similar mainlobe signals and very different clutter patterns. Therefore, echoes from a target such as speckle or a point target that are comprised primarily of mainlobe components will look similar to each other, but echoes from a target such as a cyst that are mainly clutter will appear different from each other. signals from a target that consists of a comparable contribution from both mainlobe and clutter will be partially similar.
The degree of similarity can be quantified using normalized cross-correlation between the 2 signals rX1 and rX2 from 2 PsFs. normalized cross-correlation (ncc) is performed using segments of rF data along the axial direction at zero lag. The normalized cross-correlation coefficient ρ at zero lag is calculated for every sample and used as a target-dependent pixel-by-pixel weighting matrix, which passes mainlobe dominated signals and attenuates clutter dominated signals:
i j
The post beamformed rF data are then multiplied by this weighting matrix.
In (1), index i indicates the ith sample in image line j. The total cross-correlation segment length is 2A + 1 samples. normalized cross-correlation coefficients range from −1 to 1. Two signals are identical if the cross-correlation coefficient is 1, and they are considered uncorrelated if the coefficient is near or below zero. signals would be somewhat correlated if ρ is in between 0 and 1. In the proposed method, if the coefficient is greater than or equal to a set threshold value ε > 0, then the sample value will be multiplied by the cross-correlation coefficient. If the coefficient is less than the threshold value ε, the sample value is multiplied by the threshold value ε. This algorithm is called dual apodization with cross-correlation or daX. a general system block diagram is shown in Fig. 1 .
In Fig. 1 , the delayed data are processed with 2 receive apodization functions to create beamformed rF data sets rX1 and rX2. rX1 and rX2 can be combined in different ways. one way to combine them is through a minimum function as done in dual apodization described by Wang and Fienup [6] , [7] . This min function is used to select the minimum magnitude at each sample between the 2 data sets. another way to combine them is to add them. This is the case when the 2 apodization functions are complementary, a scenario shown later in this section. simply adding the 2 data sets from the complementary apodization functions would give us the same data from a standard receive aperture. If the cross-correlation value is less than a threshold value ε, the value will be replaced with the set threshold value 2199 sEo and yEn: sidelobe suppression in ultrasound imaging Fig. 1 . General system block diagram for dual apodization with cross-correlation (daX). numbers indicate steps described in the text. rX1 and rX2 are 2 data sets created with 2 apodization functions. *The combined rF data can be obtained by taking the minimum magnitude of rX1 and rX2 or the sum of rX1 and rX2.
where ρ is calculated using (1) . This signal is considered to be mainly clutter and needs to be suppressed. signals having a comparable mixture of mainlobe and clutter will receive a reduction in amplitude between ε and 1. The cross-correlation matrix is multiplied to the combined rF data (* in Fig. 1 ).
The detailed steps to acquire a daX processed image are as follows:
1) a subaperture (in this paper, 64 elements) transmits a focused beam into the target. Echoes are collected from the same 64 elements. 2) In receive, we beamform using our first apodization function to create data set rX1. 3) likewise, a second apodization function is used to create data set rX2. 4) These 2 data sets are used to create the combined rF data (* in Fig. 1 ). The combined rF data can be obtained by taking the minimum magnitude of rX1 and rX2 or the sum of rX1 and rX2. 5) a cross-correlator calculates a normalized cross-correlation value for each pixel. Typically 2 to 3 wavelengths are used as a segment size for cross-correlation. 6) The value is sent to a thresholding operator. If the value is less than or equal to ε, then replace it with ε. If it is greater than ε, then leave it unchanged. 7) The resulting cross-correlation matrix is multiplied by the combined rF data from step 4. 8) The daX rF data can undergo further signal processing such as bandpass filtering, envelope detection, log-compression, and scan conversion.
We investigated the performance of 4 pairs of apodization functions, where each pair has a well-correlated mainlobe response and a different or uncorrelated sidelobe response. all methods use echo data sets formed from each apodization and calculate a weighting matrix by crosscorrelating image pairs. all apodization pairs have the same goal of suppressing clutter levels, thus increasing cnr, while maintaining mainlobe resolution.
A. Apodization Scheme 1: Uniform and Hanning
Motivated by stankwitz [7] , our first choice is using a pair of apodization functions that are common in ultrasound imaging practice. an aperture with a uniform amplitude weighting or a rect apodization function gives a sinc function-shaped beam. This will lead to sidelobes at −26 db. With an apodization function smoother than uniform apodization such as Hanning apodization, the sidelobe level is lowered from −26 db to −57 db but has a larger −6 db beamwidth compared with uniform weighting (Fig. 2) .
We can circumvent this trade-off between mainlobe width and sidelobe level, by axially cross-correlating segments of rF data from the 2 data sets obtained using these 2 apodization methods. The rF signals in the sidelobes of the beamformed point target image of these 2 data sets are quite different, giving near zero or negative cross-correlation values. The cross-correlation coefficient at each image sample is calculated. after thresholding, this matrix becomes the weighting matrix, which can be multiplied to the combined rF data at each sample. Fig.  3 (a) shows 2 apertures where the first receive aperture has a uniform weighting, and where the second receive aperture has a Hanning apodization.
B. Apodization Scheme 2: Common Midpoint
borrowing concepts from common midpoint apertures [8] , [9] , spatial compounding [10] [11] [12] , and the translating aperture algorithm [13] , the next apodization functions to be investigated are 2 uniformly weighted apertures that have a fractional translation of the active subaperture. The speckle patterns obtained from the 2 apertures with a large number of common elements are still well correlated. This cross-correlation will decrease in the clutter region due to a steering of the sidelobes in opposite directions. The degree of steering or the amount of decorrelation will depend on the number of elements translated.
This design is demonstrated first using a simple 1 × 8 linear array shown in Fig. 3(b) . The main idea is that an equal amount of steering in opposite directions is purposely introduced. With a desired focused subaperture of 8 elements, only the first 6 elements-or those from channel 1 to 6-are activated for the first data set. This first image is a steered version of the standard beamformed image. Then, another set of data is acquired using the latter 6 elements-or those from channel 3 to 8. The second image will also be a steered version of the standard beamformed image. The mainlobes will still be well cross-correlated with each other, but the sidelobes and the clutter portions are less correlated with each other. by calculating the cross-correlation coefficient at each image sample, this matrix becomes the "weighting factor" that can be multiplied to the minimum of the 2 images. For the simulation and experiment, we used a 64-element subaperture with an 8-element translation. With an 8-element translation or 14% translation, we expect the speckle correlation obtained from the 2 apertures to be roughly 0.98 [12] . However, in the cystic region dominated by clutter and sidelobes, we expect the cross-correlation to be lower.
C. Apodization Scheme 3: Randomly Selected Aperture
In this scheme, by randomly selecting the 2 receive apertures with no common elements, a similar mainlobe with quite different clutter can be obtained. because the 2 receive apertures are sparse, high clutter levels are expected where the amplitude of the clutter will depend on the sparseness of each aperture [14] . For the purpose of this paper, 4 different permutations were done in a point target simulation, and the best random sparse aperture in terms of beamwidths and sidelobe level was chosen for subsequent cyst simulations and experiments. In Fig. 3(c) , a simple 1 × 8 linear array is used to demonstrate the 2 receive apertures. Four random elements are selected to receive for the first data set. Then for the second data set, unused elements from the first case are used. The crosscorrelation coefficient at each image sample is calculated to generate a matrix, and this matrix becomes the weighting factor. This is multiplied to the sum of the 2 images, which is the standard beamformed image with uniform receive apodization.
D. Apodization Scheme 4: Alternating
In this scheme, the first receive aperture has alternating elements enabled. The second receive aperture will use the alternating elements that are not used in the first receive aperture. With these 2 apodizations, we purposely create grating lobes that are 180 degrees out of phase with each other. Then, by using cross-correlation, we can distinguish between signals coming from a mainlobe and clutter signals. In our current scheme, signals with cross-correlation coefficients less than 0.001 are multiplied by 0.001 or reduced by 60 db. Echoes with higher cross-correlation coefficients have more mainlobe signal and are multiplied by the cross-correlation coefficient. Fig. 3(d) is an illustration of a pair of receive apertures with a pitch of one wavelength λ. rX1 uses an alternating pattern of 2 elements on, 2 elements off. rX2 uses the opposite alternating pattern of 2 elements off, 2 elements on. These receive apertures are essentially sparse arrays with a 4 wavelength pitch. Thus, grating lobes are expected to be present in the PsF. The location of the nth grating lobe is given by
where n is the nth grating lobe, λ is the ultrasound wavelength, and d is the interelement distance or pitch. The cross-correlation coefficient at each image sample is calculated to generate a matrix, and this matrix becomes the weighting factor. by summing data from these 2 receive apertures, we get the same data as from a uniformly weighted receive aperture. This rF data will then be weighted by the cross-correlation matrix. Instead of a 2-element alternating pattern as shown, any N-element alternating pattern can be used where N is less than half of the number of elements in the subaperture. The main difference between these configurations will be the location of the grating lobe. Increasing N will move the grating lobes closer to the mainlobe.
III. Methods
We have performed computer simulations using Field II to generate lateral beamplots for all 4 designs [15] . a 5 MHz Gaussian pulse with 50% bandwidth was used as the transmit pulse and a delta function as the element impulse response. For a point target simulation, an rMs en-2201 sEo and yEn: sidelobe suppression in ultrasound imaging ergy value was calculated from the received voltage trace. all rMs energy values were converted to decibels after normalizing to the maximum energy level. The transmitand-receive focus was fixed at 30 mm for the point target simulation. because there is rarely a point target in a clinical environment, we have also done a simulation using a cylindrical 3 mm diameter anechoic cyst located at 30 mm depth embedded in a 3-d phantom of scatterers. The parameters for the simulation are listed in Table I. For our experimental setup, individual element rF signals were collected for off-line processing from an aTs spherical lesion phantom (Model 549, aTs laboratories, bridgeport, cT) containing a 3 mm anechoic cyst using an Ultrasonix sonix rP ultrasound system (Ultrasonix Medical corporation, richmond, bc, canada) having 40 MHz sampling frequency. This system has great flexibility allowing the researcher to control parameters such as transmit aperture size, transmit frequency, receive aperture, filtering, and time-gain compensation. In this experiment, a 128-element, 300 µm pitch, l14-5/38 linear array was used. a 1-cycle transmit pulse of 5 MHz and an f-number = 1.5 was used. In receive, element data was collected and receive beamforming was done off-line using Matlab (The MathWorks, Inc., natick, Ma). dynamic receive focusing was used with focal updates every 0.1 mm. The image line spacing is 150 µm. data from each channel were collected 32 times and averaged to minimize effects of electronic noise.
In an experimental setting as described above, an analog rF signal is digitized with a sampling frequency of 40 to 60 MHz. additional simulations were done with 40 MHz delay quantization in transmit and receive beamforming to model our experimental setup. This introduces delay quantization error and gives us a better understanding of how daX performs on a commercially available system. all signals in the experiments are bandpass filtered using a 64-tap finite impulse response (FIr) bandpass filter with frequency range limited to the −6 db bandwidth of the transducer. after the signals are bandpass filtered, delayed, apodized, and summed to create rX1 and rX2, the 2 sets of data are cross-correlated. The cross-correlation value is sent to a thresholding operator. If the value is less than or equal to ε, or 0.001 in our case, then the value is replaced with 0.001. If it is greater than 0.001, then the value remains unchanged. a second filter, which has the same passband window as the first filter, might be required to reduce sharp discontinuities in images that might be caused by multiplication of the weighting matrix. The Hilbert transform is used for envelope detection, and all images are displayed on a log scale. Fig. 4 shows simulated lateral beamplots using Field II of a standard transmit/receive beam with uniform weighting compared with the 4 daX schemes. The beamplots of all 4 methods have mainlobe widths basically equal to the mainlobe of the uniform apodization. at the same time, clutter near the mainlobe has dropped dramatically down to below −100 db for all 4 methods. The −6, −20, −40, and −60 db beamwidths are listed in Table II . The −6 and −20 db beamwidths are similar for all cases. For the uniform-Hanning and common midpoint schemes, the −6 db beamwidths are 0.40 and 0.35, respectively, or 11% and 24% smaller compared with the standard beamformed case. For the uniform-Hanning case, only portions of the 2 mainlobes are well correlated. For the common midpoint scheme, the 2 beams are steered and the overlap of the 2 beams is smaller than in random or alternating pattern schemes. Thus, having a cross-correlation value of slightly less than 1 and by multiplying this value by the minimum of the 2 data sets, the mainlobe width or the −6 db beamwidth is narrower than in standard beamformed case. The −40 db and -60 db widths are also narrowest for uniform-Hanning and common midpoint schemes. The −6 db beamwidths for the randomly selected aperture and the alternating pattern are the same as the beamwidth for the case of standard beamforming. Fig. 5 shows the rF data inside the clutter and grating lobe regions for rX1 and rX2 for the 4 daX schemes. It is interesting to note the effect of different apodizations on the clutter and grating lobe regions. For the uniform-Hanning apodization scheme, we see the amplitude of a Hanning apodized receive aperture is about 30 db lower than the amplitude of a uniformly apodized receive aperture. With the common midpoint scheme, the 2 rF data are shifted by about 1 wavelength with respect to each other. In the randomly selected aperture scheme, the 2 data are "mirrored" versions of each other giving a 180° phase shift approximately. In the alternating pattern scheme, we also clearly see the 2 grating lobe regions are basically 180° out of phase with respect to each other. although perhaps counterintuitive, using a larger alternating pattern can result in a better beam with daX because the grating lobes here are beneficial, narrowing the beam particularly down at the −40 to −60 db level. cross-correlating these 2 signals would yield a cross-correlation coefficient near −1 and therefore a reduction of 60 db in magnitude. The weighting matrix will be applied to the sum of these data sets. 
IV. results

A. Point Target Simulation
B. Cyst Simulation
It is important to remember that the proposed algorithms are spatially varying and target-dependent. Therefore, although beamplots or PsFs are more intuitive, they are not exactly indicative of imaging performance for diffuse scatterers such as biological tissue. To further test the performance of these algorithms, Fig. 6 shows simulated images of a 3 mm diameter anechoic cyst with standard beamforming with uniform apodization, Hanning apodization, and the 4 daX schemes. To quantify improvement, the cnr for each of the images was calculated. cnr is defined as the difference between the mean of the background and the cyst in db divided by the standard deviation of the background in db [16] ,
where S t is the mean of the target, S b is the mean of the background, and σb is the standard deviation of the background. signals coming from the speckle region are dominated by the mainlobe, thus giving a cross-correlation coefficient near 1. In the case of an anechoic cyst where the signal contribution from the mainlobe will be small, the sidelobes and grating lobes will be dominant giving a very low or negative cross-correlation value. The cnrs for the 6 images are 5.24, 6.85, 12.62, 12.92, 7.44, and 11.28 for standard beamforming with uniform apodization, Hanning apodization, uniform-Hanning, common midpoint, randomly selected, and alternating pattern, respectively. regions used to calculate cnr are shown in the white and black rectangles for the target and background, respectively. The figures are shown with 80 db dynamic range. qualitatively, the cyst using uniform weighting is most difficult to see; see Fig. 6 (a). Using Hanning apodization, the cyst has a better contrast but the speckle size is larger due to a widened mainlobe; see Fig. 6 (b). Using daX processing, the cyst becomes more visible without affecting the mainlobe resolution; see Fig. 6 (c)-(f). The uniform-Hanning approach shows a dark cyst with a welldefined boundary. This approach gives the highest cnr when multiplying the cross-correlation matrix with Hanning apodized data. In fact, multiplying by the minimum of the 2 data sets lowered the cnr below 10. The common midpoint approach shows a darker cystic region but the left and right edges show clutter. The amplitude of the clutter region is around 60 db below the peak signal in the image. The randomly selected aperture approach also shows a darker cyst with some clutter. The alternating pattern approach performs as well as uniform-Hanning apodization scheme. all of the daX schemes create some dark "pits" in the speckle region due to the randomness of the speckle. Methods to reduce these artifacts will be discussed later. Fig. 7 shows the result from the cyst experiment using the Ultrasonix sonix rP system and aTs tissue-mimicking phantom containing a 3 mm diameter anechoic cyst. The images are displayed with a 55 db dynamic range after delay and sum beamforming, digital bandpass filtering, envelope detection, and log-compression. The target region is marked with a white rectangle, and the background region is marked with a black rectangle in the first image.
C. Cyst Experiment
qualitatively, the cyst using standard beamforming with uniform apodization is the most difficult to see; see Fig. 7(a) . Using Hanning apodization, there is some improvement in cnr, and the speckle size is larger due to a widened mainlobe; see Fig. 7(b) . The uniform-Hanning, common midpoint, and random all have some amount of "fill in." The alternating pattern has the highest cnr at 11.64 compared with 5.23, 5.56, 7.02, 7.11, and 11.39 for uniform, Hanning, uniform-Hanning, common midpoint, and random cases, respectively. These cnr values are in very good agreement with the simulation results except for the Hanning apodization and uniform-Hanning scheme. This issue will be discussed in section IV-d. Fig. 8 shows experimental rF data from speckle region (left column) and inside the cyst (right column). In the speckle region, the waveforms from rX1 and rX2 are very similar yielding a cross-correlation coefficient near 1. For the cyst region, with uniform-Hanning scheme, the amplitude for Hanning apodized data, shown in Fig. 8(b) , rX2, is smaller than uniformly apodized data shown in Fig.  8(b) , rX1. However, 2 sets of rF data are still correlated, and this fact does not agree with our point target and cyst simulation results. For the common midpoint scheme shown in Fig. 8(d) , the 2 rF data are shifted relative to each other, but not as dramatically as in the simulation. For the randomly selected aperture shown in Fig. 8(f) and the alternating pattern scheme shown in Fig. 8(h) , the waveforms appear nearly 180° out of phase resulting in negative cross-correlation coefficients. note that graphs in the left column of Fig. 8 are not on the same vertical scale as the graphs on the right column and that the echo magnitude inside the cyst is about 30 or 40 db lower than the magnitude in the speckle region. Fig. 9 shows the weighting matrices after the thresholding operation used for simulation and for the experiment using the daX alternating pattern scheme. all cross-correlation values less than 0.001 were replaced with 0.001 to create the final weighting matrix. The cyst is clearly visible in the weighting matrix, and the cnr values are 19.98 for simulation and 14.43 for experiment. Therefore, it may be possible to use these matrices as cross-correlation based images to locate a target, but this requires further investigation.
D. Simulation with 40 MHz Quantization
The disparity between the cnrs of the simulated cyst and experimental cyst was further investigated with Field II simulations having 40 MHz quantization. The integrated lateral beamplots are shown in Fig. 10 , and a cyst simulation with 40 MHz quantization is shown in Fig 11. Using standard beamforming with uniform apodization, the anechoic cyst still shows some "fill in" due to clutter. The cnrs are 5.39, 6.45, 10.45, 7.34, 11.03, and 12.53 for standard beamforming, Hanning apodization, uniformHanning, common-midpoint, randomly selected, and alternating pattern, respectively. The effect of quantization is most prominent in the uniform-Hanning scheme. This can be explained considering quantization error as essentially a focusing error. In the other 3 apodization schemes, some or all elements in the receive aperture are different. Therefore, if there are any focusing or quantization errors, each aperture sees different error contributions, which are poorly correlated. However, in the uniform-Hanning scheme, both apertures will be equally affected by any quantization errors introduced. These errors would be highly correlated. 
V. discussion and Future Work
We have presented our dual apodization with cross-correlation (daX) technique that suppresses sidelobes and lowers clutter, thus improving cnr, without compromising spatial resolution in ultrasound imaging. The main idea behind this method is to use a pair of apodization schemes that are highly cross-correlated in the mainlobe but have low or negative cross-correlation in the sidelobe region. daX uses 2 sets of beamformed data acquired with 2 different receive apertures and cross-correlates segments of rF data. This cross-correlation matrix serves as a pixelby-pixel weighting function that will be multiplied to the minimum or to the sum of the 2 data sets. Theory and simulation were validated in ultrasound tissue-mimicking phantoms where contrast improvement in terms of cnr was 139% in simulation and 123% experimentally. lateral and axial resolution are not sacrificed to improve cnr.
The alternating pattern showed the highest cnr experimentally. This alternating pattern purposely creates 2 sets of grating lobes, which are 180° out of phase with respect to each other. although grating lobes have long been a potential source for clutter in ultrasound imaging, daX uses gratings lobes to help distinguish between mainlobe and clutter signals.
occasionally, daX will add artificial dark spots in the speckle region. In fact, the daX algorithm slightly lowers the speckle snr, defined as the ratio of mean to standard deviation of the scattered signal for fully developed speckle, by 4 to 11%. The snr in the speckle region before applying the daX algorithm was 1.91. The snr in the speckle region after the daX algorithm was applied were 1.81, 1.70, 1.84, and 1.77 for uniform-Hanning, common midpoint, random, and alternating pattern, respectively. In cystic regions, it may be possible that clutter signals will have a high cross-correlation coefficient. In this situation, minimal or no improvement in contrast will be seen. The occurrence of both of these artifacts could be minimized by several straightforward options. Using a moving average or median filter on the cross-correlation coefficients is one approach. because this process is a smoothing of the weighting matrix, the speckle pattern is not smeared. We have also briefly investigated the effect of correlation window on the cyst. a longer correlation window produced a poorly delineated cyst but with fewer dark spots in the speckle region. If the window size was too small, the speckle had more pits due to greater variation in cross-correlation coefficients. Empirically, 20 to 30 samples, which is roughly 2 wavelengths, performed best in terms of cnr. Finally, the threshold and weighting as a function of ρ could be adjusted. all these methods may help eliminate dark spots but may also lower cnr. This will be investigated in future work. Preliminary attempts with 1-d lateral cross-correlation gave us a slightly lower cnr than using 1-d axial crosscorrelation; 2-d cross-correlation gave us a comparable improvement to 1-d axial cross-correlation but with increased computational load. This also requires further investigation.
one limitation of the current daX algorithm is that it does not improve contrast of hyper-echoic or hypo-echoic lesions because signals are well-correlated inside and outside the lesions. a more generalized daX algorithm that adjusts the weighting as a function of cross-correlation is under investigation to improve contrast of hyper-echoic or hypo-echoic targets. It is also interesting to note that the weighting matrix in Fig. 9 clearly identifies the cyst. This weighting matrix itself could possibly be used as a speckle free image. additional work is needed to verify the feasibility of the cross-correlation based image for a variety of targets. Work is also underway to investigate the application of this technique to suppress sidelobes in other ultrasound technologies such as high frequency ultrasound, photoacoustic imaging, and 3-d ultrasound [17] [18] [19] . also in future work, we will examine the robustness of this technique in the presence of low signal-to-noise ratios and aberrating layers. Finally, we believe that daX is relatively computationally inexpensive because a matrix of cross-correlation coefficients at only zero lag needs to be calculated on a 21-sample segment of rF data at 40 MHz sampling frequency. This would allow daX to be easily implemented on a commercial real-time ultrasound system.
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